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cover and land degradation maps with 
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Assess disturbances in 
the land cover and 
other biophysical 
disturbances using 
ALOS PALSAR imagery 
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Degradation Mapping: 
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What are the gaps?




How can crowdsourcing help?




of high-resolution satellite 




Field verification based on 
EO-based change detected 




Survey of local, community-
based preferences of 
restoration measures









Mobile and web-based platform
Urundata Mobile Application Urundata Website
https://urundata.id
1 Land Cover Analysis
Focus: Onboarding & Engagement 
Target Groups: Universities
Various piles of high-
resolution imagery
Rapid assessment
Yes / No sorting
Expert inputs for QA
Leaderboards
1 Land Cover Analysis
Focus: Onboarding & Engagement 
Target Groups: Universities






2 Crowdsourcing in-situ validation
Focus: On-site validation of target locations










Focus: Local & community-driven restoration potential 
Target Groups: University students, Researchers, Field officers, NGO workers
LOCAL-LEVEL CONSULTATION WITH COMMUNITIES
ADDRESSING SPECIFIC DEGRADATION CHALLENGES
CHOOSING FROM SPECIFIC RESTORATION OPTIONS
LEVERAGING MOBILE TECHNOLOGY AND 
URUNDATA COMMUNITY
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